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Part of an AFGL payloadflown on the SI'S-4mission consistedof experiments
to measure in-situelectricfieldS,electrondensities,and vehiclecharging.
During this f'_ightsome 11 hours of data were acquiredrangingfrom5 minutesnap-
shots up to continuoushalf-orbits. These experimentsare describedand results

_._ presentedfor such vehicleinducedevents as a main engine burn, thrusterfirings
and water dumps in additionto undisturbedperiods. The main characteristicof

,,_ a.llthe vehicleinducedevents is shown to be an enhancementin the low frequency I
B_ noise (lessthan Z KHz), in both the electrostaticand electronirregularity(AN/N)
-:_ spectra.

The "non-event"resultsindicatethat the electrostaticbroadbandemissionsshow
a white noise characteristicin the low frequencyrange up to 2 Kllzat an amplitude

--. of IU db above the shuttle-designspecificationlimit,fallingbelow tllatlimit
_ above 10KHz. The vehiclepotentialremainedwithin the range of -3 to +_ volt

throughoutthe flightwhich exhibitsnor,._a]behaviorfoe a satellitein a low
- equatorialorbit. The measuredelectrondensitiesand t_,peraturesare compare(t
_ with the InternationalReferenceIonosphereshowingmeasureddensltiessomewhat

lower (upto a factorof lO) and temperatureshigher (upto 400° K) then the refer-
ence model.

tNIRODUCTION

The objectiveof this experimentis to characterizethe electricalinteraction
_ of the shuttlewith its environment. This reportdescribesthe experimentand

its operationthrough a shuttlemissionduringwhich the instrumentfunctioned
normallyand acquired11.3hours of data.......

DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT

The electricfield experimentconsistsof a 1.575meter dipole,illustrated
schematicallyin FigureI as sensorsA1 and A2 mountedalong the orbiterX axis.
These sensorsare 2 1/4"diameteraluminumSpheresmountedon 10" longbooms on
the equipmentpalletwhich is mounted16" above the trunnionfixtureon the righti
lland(+ y) side of the cargo bay. This puts the sensorsat a heightof 22.5"
above the edge of the cargo bay door 70" inboard. This geometryis such tllatwhen
the Shuttleattitudeis rightwing forward(+y into velocityvector),then any
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roll angle from -18.52..to + 158° wiJ1.-present the sensors with a clear view of
positive ion flow.

The spheres are roughened to guarantee good adheSiOn and are coateQ with a
graphite material, to e_sure a uniform surface and cOnstant work function. To
obtain the electric field componentalong the dipole axis, the. difference in
potential between spheres A1 and A2 are measured with c_rcuitry having a i:iuch
higher input impedance than the resistance between the spheres through the plasma.
Tliis potential difference is input to Telemetry at two sensitivity levels, one a
factor of five more sensitive than the other. In addition this potential differ-
ence is fed tO two swept frequency receiverS, sweeping simultaneously over the
frequency ranges 0 to 66 KHz and 0 to 5 MHz in an eight second period. Details
of the different measurements, sensitivies, sampling rates, etc., are given in
Table 1. The amplifiers were calibrated by superimposing spikes, at knownfre-
quencies, on the signals for one eight second sweep504 sacs after instrument
turn-on and at 520 second intervals thereafter. To obtain the required 5 MHz
response it was necessary to situate pre-amplifiers as near the sensors as possible
which resulted in this circuitry being located inside the sensor supporting
boomsattached directly to the sensor. Because it was critical that the temper-
ature of these elements not exceed 60_ when operating, a temperature sensor was
co-located with this circuitry i_one of the booms (A]) and was closely monitored
during the mission.

In order to measure the state of charging of the vehicle with respect to the
local plasma the potential of Al was also measured with respect to the spacecraft
skin (ground), thus giving the spacecraft potential with respect to the plasma
at the two points A1 and A2 (separated by 1 1./2 meters). Because almost the
whole spacecraft is electrically isolated from the surrounding plasma by the
thermal tiles, leaving the engine thruster nozzles as the only conducting surface
by which the spacecraft potential can anchor itself to the plasma, it would be
expected that the spacecraft potential would vary substantially. This was indeed
found to be the case on STS-3 (ref. 1). In order to make vehicle potential
variations of more than a few volts less likely, another experimenter (NRL-802)
provided a "ground plane" of 1/3 square meter area mounted in the shuttle X Z
plane approximately 70 cms in the -Y direction from the dipole axis, see Figure
I. This surfaceis connectedto spacecraftgroundand is effectivein stabilizing .
the vehiclepotentialwhen the ion flow is normal to the surface,i.e.,when the
vehiclevelocityvectOris in the Spacecraft+Y direction............

The secondpart of this experimentis the ElectronDensitysensorwhich is
mountedmidwaybetweenthe electricfield s(:nsors(B, FigureI) and offsetinboard
fromthe dipoleaxis by 10cms. Thissensu¢consistsof a griddedsphere2 I/4"
in diameterwith an open/surfaceratioof 0.6 mountedconcentricwith a 1 3/4"
diametercollector. The two elementsare gold platedto reducework function
potentialdifferencesbetweenthe surfaces. The inner sphere is biasedat +20
voltswith respectto the outer sphere,which voltageis sufficientto collect
all electronsof energiesbelow 30.625eV which enter the outer grid and to

rejecta11 ionswith energiesbelow20 eV_ that is all ionsbelow mass 65AMUmovingwith the ram velocity(7.7 _i sec- ) which includesthe dominantiono-
Sphericions. Thus,the sensor filtersout, and collectsthe currentdue to
only electrons,which is then inputto a logarithmicelectrometermeasuringin
the currentrange 10-g through lO-" amps. The output is fed to telemetry
and to an A.C. amplifierwith a gain of 40, then througha bank of eight filters
to telemetrygivingoutputswhich measurethe electrond_nsityirregularitiesa NIN.
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The potential on the outer grid of the sensor with respect to ground is _'
I programmed to operate 50% of the time as a Langmui=_ probe where the voltage is

varied linearly as a function of time, and 50% in a Irregularity measurement
===odewhere the voltage i_ kept constant_ IlliSprogrammin!!is depicted in thp
lower part of Figure ? where the upper part shows in a block format the _ignal
processing syste_a, To obtain density, temperature and vehicle potential from
the Lanqmuir probe Operation it is necessary that the probe be _wept through the

i locaJ plasma pOtential. To allow-for the possibility of the vehicle potential
being aoy_here in the range of _20to +4 volts, the _ 4 volt _We_l)wa_ applied

• with respect to _ bias voltage which wa_ stepp(_dat _4 _ec Intervals throu_ihO,
,, +4, +_ and +16 volts,

o This operation was controlled witllan internal timer, synchronized to the

telemetry fraJnerate through a leo llzclock, and recyc]ed every 256 sacs when a
L ti_er reset pulse was transJ_Httedto tele_netry.

_; EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE

Table 2 summarizes the vehicle history and the amount of data acquired in
each vehicle attitude. The experi_:lentwas commanded on and off by command sequences
that were capable of operating for roughly 24 l_oursbefore they requirer_updating.
This system worked quite well but had the disadvantage that last minute changes
in the astronauts schedule caused planned events to be missed. For example, it
was important to obtain background EMI data t_iththe payload bay doors closed,
thus shutting out the environmental noise. This event was missed completely
because of difficulties encountered on the first closure attempt.

Much of the data was acquired in 5 minute "snapshots", longer operating
periods were more desirable of course, and were obtained mostly in the gravity

_. gradient and bay-to-earth attitudes. The two longest periods were of 45 minute
. duration in the bay-to-earth attitude.

In Figure 3a and 3b are shown the temperatures of the electronics package
-"; (A452) and the E-field sensor boom Al (T808) respectively, on 3a is also indicated

::ii'_,:: the vehicle attitude. The payload by doors were opened at Mission Elapsed Time
(MET) = 7,305 secs which was 94 minutes prior to tllefirst data acquisition at

Revolution (Orbit) number 3.6 when tlleelectronics package and boo,,were at
: approximately room temperature of ZO°C. Thereafter the electronics cooled to

near zero by REV #9._5where it remained for the rest of the mission. The excursions
up to I]°C and 17°C can be seen to coincide with the two Bay-to-Sun (- ZSI)
periods, In general, the electronics package temperature increased, as expected,
as a function of "on" time except from MET = 170,000 through ZO0,O00 where the
pallet was cooling faster'than the electronics warmed up. On tlleother'hand, in
Figure 3b, the booms being thermally isolated from the pallet experienced wider
temperature oscillations ranging from + 30°C in Bay-to-Sun periods down to-40°C
at night when the cargo bay faced away from the earth. Thus, tlleteinperature
seen on the booms depends solely on the sun/shadow situations.
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS

VehlcIe char.gingfor the enti.remission w_11 be discussed, then typical AC
electric field values will be compared-to shuttle specifications for broadband
emissions, Finally, electron densities and temperatures fop a45 minute period
will be compared to an ionospheric model.

Vehicle Charging

Figure 4 shows the result of plotti:Ig64 second averages Of vehicle potential
for almost a11 (the period from MET = 13,000 through go,o00 secs was accidently
omitted) the periods when the instrument was operational during the mission. It
can be seen that the general level in between -3 and +I volts, which values are
tyical for a satellite in a low equatorial orbit where-the average electron
energy is of the order of 0.16 eV.

Comparing figure 4 with the vehicle attitudes shown on Figure 3a it can be i
readily seen that the high value of +1.0 volts at MET _ 163,000 secs coincides
with the bay-to-sun attitude (-ZSl) where photo-electron emissions from the
instrument pallet (but not the reference plane, which is edge-on to the sun)
drives the vehicle posit-'TTewith respect to the reference plane. The three data
sets near MET = 260,000 secs, where the vehicle potential approaches -4 volts
were takenAn a bottom-to-sun attitude (+ ZSl) during night-time conditions.

The more extreme variations, seen on the lower panel of Figure 4 (MET > 310,000
secs) ranging from-3.2 volts to + 1.8 volts were all taken during tail-to-sun
attitude (- XSI). The positive values around MET = 317,000 secs and at MET =
352,000 secs are identified with the tail pointing into the--veloc%tyvector
where the ram ion flow cm.pled w_th with a low photo-electron emission produces
a net positive charge. The low potentials on the other hand, e.go, near MET =
440,000 secs, are identified with periods when the sensors and cargo bay are in
the ion flow wake region.

Broad Band EMI

In Figure 5 we show a typical electric field power spectrum showing the
amplitude in db d#/m MHz as a function of frequency on a logarithmic scale. The
data from the low frequency sw.eep(0 - 60 KHz) is represented by squares and
that from the high frequency sweep (0 - 5 MHz) as triangles, the lower limits
for these measure_nentsare 122 db and I07 db respectively. Shown alSO on this
figure are the maximum shuttle-produced broad band noise limit (Design spec max)
and the payload design Specification, this latter is a specification for payload
design _hose limit is only given above I0 KHz whereas the former is based on
ground shuttle measurements made by SAIL. It can be seen that below I0 KHz the
measured broadband noise exceeds the design limit by a maximum of 12db in the
frequency range of l to 2 KHz. This is due to electrostatic waves produced by
the shuttle body moving through the environment. Taking the ambient oxygen temper-
ature to be I000° K gives a most probable oxygen speed (random thermal speed) of
1.019 Km/sec, thus a vehicle Mach Number of 7.5.

Other features to note on this figure are the line emissions at 37.5 KHz
and the noise enhancements in the frequency range of 200 KHz to 5 MHz. The
former is probably due to a DC/DC converter on the pallet which line was also
seen on ground integration tests, the latter are probably genuine pl_sma emissions
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Since they occur in the frequency range of the plasma frequency (900 KHz - 9
MHz) and the electron gyro frequency (840 Kllz),

¢ Model Compari Sort
|

Co_=parison of measured e_ectron densities and electron temperature with the
International Reference Ionosphere (IRL) are shown in Figure 6 comprisi.ng of-
some 45 minutes of data taken on Rev #24.6. The IRI model is shown as solid
lines and the measured data as points with vertical erro_barso These data
result from analysis of the Langt,_uir probe mode of operation of the electrons
sensor where each 8 second interval results in two points, one from the upsweep
(-4 to +4 volts) and one four- seconds later from the downsweep (+4 to -4 volts).
Because-of a well-known hysteresis effect, where electrons accumulate on the
outer grid giving an effective grid potential offset from the applied potential,
the deduced densities and temperatures differ slightly. In each successive 256
second period only the first 128 seconds gave usable Langmuir probe data, the
+8 and +16 volt biases applied at 128 and 196 seconds, respectively produced
near.saturation currents.

Comparing the mode_ _nd measured densities in Figure 6a it is seen that the _
measured values are lower by up to a factor of lO. On the other hand, the measured ,
temperatures in Figure 6b are in general higher than the model. These differences
are explained by the fact that the electron sensor is located in the cargo bay,
hence, embedded in the vehicle sheath. If the balance of the sheath has only a
net negative charge with respect to the ambient plasma of only a few hundreths
of a volt, then a fraction of the lowest energy ambient electrons will be unable
to reach the sensor location thus giving the low observed densities and high
observed temperatures.

VEHICLE INDUCED EFFECTS

The following three sections describe the effects of a main eqgine burn,
vernier thruster f_rings and a water dump. !

OMS-4 Burn i

Figure 7 represent data taken during the fourth burn of the OMSmotor,
ignition occurred at MET = 18,852.4 secs for a 30 sec burn durations. On the
time scale of Figure 7a the burn starts at 169 seconds and ends at 199 seconds.
On the upper panel is shown the plasma potential with respect to the vekicle
that is, the potential of the A1 sensor on d scale of -9 to +9 volts. The vehicle
potential (with respect to the plasma) is the measured quantity with reversed
sign thus it can be seen that prior to 170 seconds the vehicle potential is -0.7__
volts. The second panel shows the potential difference between the electric
field sensors on a scale of-2 to +2 volts,_and the third panel is the
same quantity on a ten times larger scale. The electric field is obtained by
dividing this voltage by 1.575 (dipole Separation distance in meters) and gives
the component in the -x (nose-to-tail) direction. Thus, it can be seen that
the electric field varies from 160mV/m at time 0 seconds to zero at 256 seconds.
A small electric field component along the Shuttle X-axis is expected here
because the vehicle is flying in an "aeroplane" attitude (zero pitch and zero
yaw) to increase the orbital altitude during the motor burn. The dominant
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electric field is due to the vehicle motion through the geamagneti.c field, V. × B,
contrihuJ:ing nO fie-ld component along the v_ocity vector in this vehicle attitude,

l

The lower panel shows on a logarithmic scale the..currentmeasured l)ythe
electron sensor ranging from 10-9 amps to IO-3 amps. In section 2 it wa_
pointed out that a-bias pote_ti.alwas applied to the sensor with respect to the
vehi.cleand.stepped at 64 secOnd-intervals through O, 4, 8 and 16 volts. The
effect of this can clea_..lybe seen.on tl_ispanel where only the constant voltage

•' mode data are shown occurring at even 8 second inter_vals.

In the tiineperiOd up to 64 seconds the current is very low-where the electr4}ns
are being retarded, at 64 seconds when the bias iS stepped from zero to +4 volts
the current increases over four orders of magnitude because we have now shifted
to a voltage where the electrons are accelerated to the sensor. Read{ng the
vehicle potential from the top panel as- 0.7 volts it can be seen that we have
moved the sensor potential from- 0.7 volts to + 3.3 volts with respect to the

•,_ plasma at 64 seconds. At 128 seconds the sensor potential,is stepped up another
4 volts to + 7.3 volts with respect to the plasma and the amplifier saturation

i current of 1.353 x 10-4 amps is almost reached. The final step to 16 volts....
i,_ bias at ]96 seconds now saturates the amplifier.

:: Turning now to the effects of the motor burn. At motor ignition the vehicle
: potential initially swings negertiveby al_qost2 volts (AI increases) at 169
). seconds, returns to its pre-ignition value of - 0.7 volts in 0.2 seconds and
.... then decreases linearly through the 30 second burn period to - l.{Jvolt at 199
'- seconds. This vehicle potential fluctuation is consistent in sign with the

electron current observed on the lower panel in Figure 7a and on an expanded
:= time scale on the lower panel of Fi.gure7b, where the negative excursion of
: SenSor potential_causes a current reduction of 3 orders of magnitude, i.e..,

apparently takes the sensor potential to zero or slightly below plasma potential......
Since the sensor potential prior to motor ignition is + 7.3 v.oltsan excursion
of some - 7.5 volts would be necessary to reduce the sensor current to the observed
10-7 amps. An alternative explanation is that motor ignition causes a sudden
increase in pressure in the local environment which changes the electrical vehicle
sheath condition. This hiatus interrupts the flow of electrons to tl_esensor
and could also possibly explain the apparent positive excursion of vehicle potential,
seen as a negative excursion of approxi_;_ately1.5 volts on A1 at 169 seconds.

Looking at the electric field response on Figure 7a-,AI-A2, we see no change
in.the D.C, electric field but a very apparent increase in noise from 0.2
volts to 0,5 volts peak to peak amplitude throughout the 30 Second burn period.
This increase in "noise" can be seen by comparing the upper two panels in
Figures 7b and 7c, where the spectra are shown for two succesive frequency
scans 7c before motor ignition and 7b during and following ignition. Ignition
occurs at 1.2 seconds on 7b tilevertical scale is proporti-onalto the log of
E2 measured in v2/m2HZ and the spectra show the receSver frequency being
swept linearly as a function of time. Comparing the amplitude at 5 KHz on
either side of the 0 KHz pedestal it is seen that ignition produces a noise
value an order of magnitude higher than the subsequent burn noise, which is
again an order'of magnitude higher than the noise prior to burn, By comparing
the (JKHz peaks it is seen that this noise is at a low ( < I KHz) frequency.
Again, a probable explanation for this increased electrostatic noise is a large
local pressure increase, with the additional possibility that the electrostatic
noise and the A N/N enhancements are due to the propagation of a sound wave

:, through the plasma.
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i-' , Thruster Firlngs

L,_,,y! Of the.44 thrusters that make up the Reaction ControhSystem (RCS), 38 are

VF..,'1_ pr.imary (PRCS) and six are verni.er thrusters (VRCS).......This latter system is the

_i one-.employedfor attitude control for the major part o_ this mission and are theones whi_ch--wewi11 discuss. Two are situated ir_the-nose and four, two left and
_,.; two right, on the engine pOd just above the trai.lingedges of the _tngs._ Of-

i:_ these-six vernier_thrusters those i_ front produced no discernable effectS,those o_ the left small,perturbations and those on the right large effectswith
the thruster firing down producing larger f]uctuations than the one thrusting to

...._ _ the right. The reason for this difference is probably that the right aileron
_ _ could, if left in a horizontal position deflect part of the thruster plume upwards
_ _ towards the starboard cargo bay area wherethe instruments were located.

_s_ The thruster firing effects are shown i_ Figure 8 with a time history of
_=,i, firings shown in table 3. During this acquistton period the vehicle was in a
_ii'i bay-to-sun attitude w.ith,the right wing (+Y)pointing into the velocity vector

_[!ili (approximately eastward). The 1ocat time is near midnight thus the cargo bay is
__;_,,_. facing the earth and agai,_the measured component of the V x B electric field is
t='_:,i small (Al - A2), on Figure 8a, The total thruster firing period of 12.88 seconds
_:_f commencing at 184.58 seconds is sho_n in the upper panel of Fi-gures8a, b, and c.

It can be seen that the effects are barely discernible on either vehicle potential
(AT) or D,C. electric field (AI - A2),. but produce a factor of ten decrease in_
the electron current. This current response cuts off at 192 seconds due to the

_._ sensor s_itching into the Langmuir probe mode of operation we will return to

_I this later.

-_] The outputs from the e_ght A N/N.fi'Ite?sare shown in Figures 8b and 8c on
_i the same time scale _s 8a with again the thruster firing indicator %n the top

panel,_ The vertical scale is logarithmic extending from-O.l to +4.9 with 0

i!_]! large oscillations up to64 seconds, the smaller oscillations up to 128 seconds

being equivalent to 0% value of AN/N and 5 corresponding to 186% A N/N. The

and the large negative going vertical spikes thereafter are due to switching in
-__i and out of the Langmuir probe mode of operation. An explanation of the positive
{+i spikes discernible on all the filter outputs at a time interval of 5 seconds,
_., which come and go throughout the mission has not been found, It is perhaps a
'_ cycling time of another experiment or a payload switching operation, this is "

(_: being investigated. The general signal level is the quantity to note. It can
_ also be seen that the signal level is depressed for frequencies greater than lO0
_"i Hz in the first 64 seconds. This is due to the roil-off in frequency response
-_! of the logarithmic amplifier above I00 Hz at the lowest current level of lO-g
-?i amps, which is the current level indicated on the lower panel of Figure 8 a.
_.il The thruster firing effect can be seen starting at 184.6 seconds and extending
-:. through 194 seconds, coinciding exactly with the right thruster firing times

listed in table 4, No effects are discernible either from the front left firings
,_ nor at termination of the front right Operation at 197.5 seconds. The right

thruster produces an increase in AN/N from 0.5% to 1.6_"at 30 Hz, decreasing
to zero effect at 500 Hz where AN/N = 1.6_, changing to a suppression with

i increasing frequency to a maximum of a depression in A N/N From 5_"to 0.5_.
!.

L,

i An even more dramatic effect of the decrease in noise due to thruster operation
i ! can be seen in the Figure 8d through 8g which sliowsa series of four consecutive
I ' spectra from the A.C. electric field outputs. The panel format is the same as

_ in Figure 8 (b and c). These figures show in the third panel the current decrease

[ _,,:I
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_'_" at the firing start in 8e at 0.2 seconds and then return to its initial value at

1..7seconds in 8f coincident w.i,th the right thruster firing end_. ,_4otethe almost

c_nplete suppression-of all f__equenciest_eater than 12 KHz in the tOp two panels
of Figure 8e as compar_ed_itl_8d,.f or g, the reduction in-electrostatiC noi-se

_ above 3 KHz and the s_a11 increase at frecuencies below 2 Kllz._These effects
are very similar to those observed by tilePlasma l)iagnosttcPackage_ on STS-3,
and offer a possible explanation in terms of a local pressure increase,ca_sed by
gases emitted from the starboar-d-thru_ter,

Water_Dump 1

A _ater dump occurred on Rew #33.6 commencing at ;.IET= 17-5864,84seconds iI
o the effects of which are shown in Figure 9. At this time the vehicle was in a TI

tail-to-sun attitude and was--justcrossing the terminator from day to night
which puts the shuttle in an "aeroplane" attitude with the cargo bay facing away
from the earth and the electric field dipole aligned with the velocity vector
hence a zero V "x B _lectric field component.

The water dump start is shown in the tLpperpanel of Figure 9a at 181.4
seconds and continuing through 256 seconds. The vehicle potential decreases by
a very small amount-0.2 volts (At increases), Lhe D,C. electric field (AI-A2)
remains unchanged but the noise increases from O.l volts peak to peak to 0.15

!_i_ _olts and the electron density which has been steadily decreasing, increases at
the start of the dump by some I0,_'_but sustains the same rate of decrease during
the water dump as before.

_ Looking at the A N/N.data in Figures we see a
9b and 9c progressive enhance-

_ ment of A N/N from 30 HZ.up to 5U3 Hz during the _ater d_ko wh.ichthen decreases_ back to zero effect at the highest frequency of 7.830 KHz. Figures 9d and 9e
_ show the electrostatic frequency spectra before and after the water dump start
_'_:_ the only difference to be noted in the slight filling i._around 0 KHz on the low

frequency spectrum on 9e compared to 9d. IEhisindicates tllatthe increase ini
noise on (AI-A2) in Figure 9a occurs at frequencies less than 2 KHz. The explan-

'_ ation for these measurements is probably the presence of eater droplets charged
:? by triboelectric effects and a local increase in pressure,
_'L -

...... CONCLUSIONS

_ I, There exist electrostatic noise at frequencies below 10 KHz generated

_ by body tnotionat about 135 db V/m FIHzamplitude which propagate to the sensor
_,, location in the cargo bay.
I i'<,

i_ 2. At OMS ignition a large pressure wave is generated for 3/I0 second which
_ shields the cargo bay area from the environment.

3. The OI4Sburn and thruster firings produce acoustic noise detected by
its electric field and ANIN effects in addition the local pressure increase
produced by starboard thruster reduce the electron density by a factor of I0.

4. Ambient plasma measurements of electron density, irregularities, temper-
_, ature and electrostatic waves are possible in the cargo bay provided that the
_ shuttle attitude is correct and that appropriate exposure factor corrections are

_, made.
_zl,.
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' 5. Measured vehicle potentials _ere typical gf a satellite in low earth
orbit rangingin value from -3 to +I-voltswith typicalvaluesof around -I volt.
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• REV # llission E.I, )sod.Ibm- ISe_s) Vehicle Attltudet I)ata
i_ _F"t'o" ........ ftom t O AC(ill I red

(Min_}

3 _ 3 I?,gh? 13,552 -ZLV, XPUP, 12° roll IU..U
-:-- 4 i 4 1i_,6_]3 IU,gLI3 0r45-4 Burn S.O
.i b i 6 ??,?)tl 29,864 GG 28,167

; 8 [ 12 36.qoo 60,068 +ZSI 23.333

i_i. 13 b l6 _,-,,tsB 85,025 -ZSl 40.0
r I_1 I 2l g2,464 I()g,781 GI; 93.333

_. 22 [ 29 113.1_1_ 15_,527 -ZLV, XI'UP, 12° roll IIO.O
29 ' 32 Ib4_bU4 110,063 -ZSI (IECM*) 55.0

_,_, 33 3/ 17,1.{P52 197.215 -XSl (I ECI4*) 47.0
:-:_ 3H 52 202,171 2/9,57/ +ZS[ L12.333
= " 5q b9 313,458 313,7_0 PTC 5.0_:_..
'_._ 5q : 94.... 317.0H4 506,268 -XSI 147.9

IUIAL _U66 .....
= 11.284hrs

* Ibis is the period over which the NASAInduced environment
cont aminat Ion monifor was operat ing.

t Uescriptio.of attitudeterms:

-ZLV. XI'UI'. 12° roll = bay (-Z) to earth. X perpendicular to
orbital plane, 12° roll cants right wing

: out o¢ velocity vector.
GU = gravity gradient, approximately ,ose to

earth, right win!t into velocity vector
such that a-stable att_tudo is achieved.

_'.. p�l�<�....Bottom to sun
-ZSI = lop (Cargo bay) to Sun

_. -XSi = tail to Sun
=_" PIC = "Rotisserie" mode. X perpendicular to earth-
.._.- sun line with a slow roll

>

_

: TABLE3. - THRUSTEROPERATION

-_ Thruster Start(MET)sees i Stop (MET}secs I Start(Fig 7)sees I Stop(Fig 7)sees

_, FRONTRIGHT 274633.38 274646.26 184.58 197.46
RIGHTRIGHT 274633.38 274642.74 184.58 193.94

J FRONTLEFT 274633.38 274634.34 184.58 185.54
:; FRONTLEFT 274636, 26 274636,74 187.46 187,_)¢

FRONTLEFT 274638.66 274639.14 189.86 190.34
-- FRONTLEFT 274641.06 274641.54 192.26 192.74

FRONTLEFT 274642.74 274646,26 19-3.94 197.46

L
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Ftgure 1.- Schematic layout of electric field dlpole (A1, A2) and electron
,:: sensor_(B) ulth shuttle coordinate area.
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(a) Oumpindicator, vehtcle potentta.1, electrtc field, and electron current
versus tt_e and orbttal position.

Flgure 9. - Water dump.
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